Mammalian limb and trunk skeletal muscles are composed of muscle fibers that differ in contractile and molecular properties. They are commonly divided into four categories according to the myosin heavy chain that they express: I, IIA, IIX and IIB, ranging from slowest to fastest. Individual motor axons innervate tens of muscle fibers, nearly all of which are of the same type. The mechanisms accounting for this striking specificity, termed motor unit homogeneity, remain incompletely understood, in part because there have been no markers for motoneuron types. Here we show in mice that the synaptic vesicle protein SV2A is selectively localized in motor nerve terminals on slow (type I and small type IIA) muscle fibers; its close relatives, SV2B and SV2C, are present in all motor nerve terminals. SV2A is broadly expressed at birth; fast motoneurons downregulate its expression during the first postnatal week. An inducible transgene incorporating regulatory elements from the Sv2a gene permits selective labeling of slow motor units and reveals their composition. Overexpression of the transcriptional co-regulator PGC1a in muscle fibers, which converts them to a slow phenotype, leads to an increased frequency of SV2A-positive motor nerve terminals, indicating a fiber type-specific retrograde influence of muscle fibers on their innervation. This retrograde influence must be integrated with known anterograde influences in order to understand how motor units become homogeneous.
INTRODUCTION
A striking form of synaptic specificity, termed motor unit homogeneity, is evident in skeletal muscles. Muscle fibers can be divided into discrete types based on their metabolic, contractile and electrical properties; in rodent trunk and limb muscles, there are four types, called I, IIA, IIX, IIB, from slowest to fastest contracting, based on the myosin heavy chain (MyHC) gene that they express (Schiaffino and Reggiani, 1996) . Each motor axon innervates many muscle fibers (generally a few dozen) within a single muscle, forming a motor unit. Remarkably, all or nearly all of the muscle fibers within a motor unit are of a single type (Burke, 1999) . Motor unit homogeneity occurs even in muscles in which fibers of multiple types are intermingled (Edsgtrom and Kugelburg, 1968; Burke et al., 1973) , indicating that it does not result from guidance of axons to appropriate target regions. Instead, it reflects selective matching of motor axons and muscle fibers.
How does motor unit homogeneity arise? Three mechanisms have been proposed. First, motor axons of predetermined types might innervate undifferentiated muscle fibers non-selectively, then induce them to express type-specific characteristics. Indeed, classic experiments of Buller et al. demonstrated that when a nerve that normally innervated a slow muscle was forced to innervate an immature muscle destined to become fast, the contractile properties of the muscle came to resemble those of a slow muscle, and vice versa (Buller et al., 1960) . Later studies showed that crossreinnervation converted the molecular properties of the muscle fibers and revealed that the motor neuronal characteristic responsible for the transformation was its pattern of electrical activity: direct electrical stimulation of a muscle with patterns normally evoked by slow or fast nerves led to changes nearly as dramatic as those produced by cross-reinnervation (Ausoni et al., 1990; Windisch et al., 1998; Buonanno and Fields, 1999) . Thus, initially non-selective innervation of muscle fibers by prespecified motoneurons can lead to motor unit heterogeneity by a conversion mechanism (Sanes and Yamagata, 2009 ).
Cross-reinnervation and electrical stimulation are, however, sometimes unable to completely convert muscle fiber properties (Dum et al., 1985; Westgaard and Lomo, 1988) , suggesting that other factors are involved. Moreover, muscle fibers diversify to some extent in immature muscles, before innervation patterns are established, and even in muscles rendered aneural during development (Butler et al., 1982; Condon et al., 1990b; Wigmore and Evans, 2002) . At least in chick embryos, motoneurons appear able to recognize regions rich in fibers of the appropriate type (Milner et al., 1998; Landmesser, 2001 ). Thus, a second possibility is that motoneurons and muscle fibers are each specified separately, and then become connected by a process of target recognition. Third, it is possible that muscle fibers play a role in determining the type-specific properties of the motoneurons that innervate them. In fact, cross-reinnervation studies of the sort used to reveal orthograde influences of innervation on muscles have also provided evidence for retrograde influences of muscles on the electrical properties of motoneurons (Foehring et al., 1987; Mendell et al., 1994; Munson et al., 1997) . Finally, all three mechanisms might be involved: motoneuron and muscle fiber properties might be established independently, but bidirectional influences could adjust the phenotypes of the synaptic partners as motor units mature, leading to the high degree of homogeneity observed in adulthood.
Studies of how motor unit homogeneity arises have been aided by the availability of markers for muscle fibers of different types, most notably antibodies specific for MyHC I, IIA, IIX or IIB (also known as MYH7, 2, 1 and 4, respectively -Mouse Genome Informatics) (Schiaffino and Reggiani, 1996) . Conversely, a severe impediment to this analysis, and particularly to the investigation of retrograde influences on neuronal properties, has been the lack of molecular markers for fast or slow motoneurons (Kanning et al., 2010) . As a first step in seeking such markers, we sought antibodies that labeled subsets of motor nerve terminals. We report here that the synaptic vesicle protein SV2A is selectively localized to motor nerve terminals on type I and a subset of type IIA muscle fibers. Using in situ hybridization and an inducible transgenic reporter, we demonstrate that this subtype-specific localization reflects selective expression of SV2A by slow motoneurons, which in turn arises by postnatal downregulation of SV2A expression in fast motoneurons. Use of the reporter line allowed us to prospectively identify and map slow motor units, leading to the identification of a novel motor unit type. Finally, we show that increasing the number of slow fibers in a muscle increases the number of SV2A-positive nerve terminals, providing evidence for a type-specific influence of muscle fibers on motoneuron properties. Taken together with previous studies of muscle fiber differentiation and its regulation by nerve-derived activity, these results suggest that retrograde and anterograde influences act together to promote motor unit homogeneity.
MATERIALS AND METHODS

Animals
A mouse BAC clone containing the Sv2a gene was obtained from Incyte Genomics (St Louis, MO, USA). This clone spanned 165 kb with the Sv2a gene located near the center. A recombineering method (Lee et al., 2001) was used to replace the segment between 78 bp upstream and 496 bp downstream of the initiator codon with a cDNA encoding tamoxifeninducible Cre recombinase T2 (CreER) (Feil et al., 1997) . Transgenic mice harboring the recombined BAC clone were generated by oocyte injection and maintained on a C57/B6 background. SV2ACreER mice were crossed to Thy1-STOP-YFP mice, which we generated previously (Buffelli et al., 2003) . To activate CreER, 0.5 mg tamoxifen (50 l of a 10 mg/ml solution in 10:1 corn oil:ethanol) was injected intraperitoneally. MCK-PGC1a transgenic mice were generated as described (Lin et al., 2002) . Immune-deficient (SCID) mice were obtained from Jackson Laboratories (#001303). Experiments on wild-type mice used C57/B6 and CD-1 animals interchangeably; no differences between these strains were noted.
Histology Antibodies
Primary antibodies were anti-SV2A [AB15224 from Millipore and EGI916 from T. Sudhof, Stanford University ], anti-SV2B (EGI916 from T. Sudhof), anti-SV2C (U1129 from T. Sudhof), anti-MyHC I [A4840 from Developmental Studies Hybridoma Bank (DSHB) and NCLslow from Leica Microsystems/Novacastra Laboratories], anti-MyHC IIA (2F7 and SC-71 from DSHB), anti-pan MyHC except IIX (BF35 from DSHB), anti-MyHC IIB (BFF3 from DSHB), anti-actinin alpha 3 (Abcam) and anti-GFP (Millipore). Alexa-conjugated secondary antibodies and abungarotoxin (BTX) were from Invitrogen.
Cross-sections
Muscles were dissected, rinsed in phosphate-buffered saline (PBS) pH 7.4, embedded in Tissue Freezing Medium (Electron Microscopy Sciences), frozen in melting 2-methyl butane in liquid nitrogen, and cross-sectioned at 8 m on a cryostat. Sections were allowed to thaw for 5 minutes and subsequently blocked with 1% normal goat serum, 4% bovine serum albumin and 0.1% Triton X-100 (GAT) for 1 hour. Sections were then stained with primary antibodies overnight at 4°C followed by incubation with secondary antibodies and Alexa-conjugated BTX for 1 hour at room temperature, then mounted in Fluoro Gel (Electron Microscopy Sciences). Images were taken with an Apotome microscope (40ϫ objective, Zeiss) or a Fluoview1000 confocal microscope (1.45 NA objective lens, Olympus). Levels were adjusted in Photoshop (Adobe) and individual channels were combined to generate color images.
Longitudinal sections
Muscles were dissected, rinsed in PBS, fixed in 4% paraformaldehyde (PFA) in PBS for 1 hour, incubated in 30% sucrose at 4°C overnight, and frozen as above. Longitudinal sections were cut at 12 m, refixed in methanol at -20°C for 10 minutes, and blocked for 1 hour in GAT. Sections were then stained, imaged and analyzed as described above.
Whole-mounts and vibratome sections
Mice were perfused with 4% PFA, then muscles were isolated, post-fixed in ice-cold 2% PFA for 30 minutes at 4°C, and blocked overnight in GAT plus 0.1 M glycine and 0.02% sodium azide. Muscles were then incubated for 1 day each with primary antibodies and secondary antibody plus Alexaconjugated BTX. After washing in PBS, muscles were mounted in Vectashield and confocal stacks were obtained on a Fluoview1000 using a 60ϫ objective. The stacks were examined and images processed using Imaris software (Bitplane). Spinal cords and brains were dissected from SV2ACreER;Thy1-STOP-YFP mice, embedded in agarose and sectioned with a vibratome.
In situ hybridization
Methods for in situ hybridization were described previously (Nishimune et al., 2005; Yamagata et al., 2002) using 5-bromo-4-chloro-3-indolylphosphate/ nitroblue tetrazolium or the tyramide signal amplification system (TSA Plus system; PerkinElmer, Wellesley, MA, USA). Digoxygenin-labeled RNA antisense probes were generated using mouse cDNA fragments obtained by RT-PCR: Sv2a, 448-1491 bp of NM_022030.3; Sv2b, 746-1460 bp of NM_001109753.1; and Sv2c, 433-1482 bp of NM_029210.1. Following fluorescent in situ hybridization, sections were stained with goat anti-choline acetyltransferase (Millipore Bioscience Research Reagents).
Motor unit reconstruction
Mice were perfused with 1% sodium nitrite followed by 2% PFA. Muscles were screened for YFP-positive axons under a dissecting microscope equipped with fluorescence optics, then rinsed with PBS, post-fixed in 1% PFA for 15 minutes, blocked in GAT, and incubated in primary antibodies overnight. They were then washed with PBS, incubated with secondary antibodies overnight, washed again, incubated with Alexa-conjugated BTX for 2 hours, washed, soaked in Vectashield and mounted. In some instances, muscles were bleached overnight in Dent's Bleach (50% methanol, 10% DMSO, 15% H 2 O 2 ) prior to incubation with primary antibodies, and cleared using methyl salicylate after dehydration in a graded ethanol series prior to mounting. Confocal stacks were obtained as above using 20ϫ or 40ϫ objectives. Images were analyzed and converted to tiff files using Imaris. Whole images were level adjusted, combined to generate color images, and cropped in Photoshop (Adobe).
Adenovirus-mediated expression of PGC1a
Recombinant adenovirus expressing an N-terminal Flag-fusion of mouse PGC1a or GFP was generated using the pAdTrack system (Addgene). PGC1a or GFP viral stock (10 l, 2ϫ10 10 infectious particles) was injected into the lower limbs in the vicinity of the plantaris. Eleven days after injection, whole lower limbs were isolated, fixed in ice-cold 4% PFA, and incubated in 30% sucrose overnight at 4°C. Posterior crural muscles were processed for immunohistochemistry as described above.
RESULTS
SV2A is concentrated in slow motor nerve terminals
We began this study by seeking molecules present in subsets of motor nerve terminals. We stained transverse sections of adult mouse lower limb muscles with a panel of antibodies to proteins known to be present in nerve terminals, including neuropeptides,
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Development 137 (20) ion channels and proteins involved in synaptic vesicle turnover and release. To identify synaptic sites, sections were counterstained with fluorescently conjugated a-bungarotoxin (BTX), which binds specifically to acetylcholine receptors in the postsynaptic membrane. We found that the intrinsic synaptic vesicle protein SV2A was localized at a minority of synaptic sites (Fig. 1A) . Similar results were obtained in several limb and trunk muscles, although the fraction of neuromuscular junctions (NMJs) labeled varied among muscles (Fig. 1D ). Antibodies specific for the other two isoforms of SV2, SV2B and SV2C , stained most, if not all, NMJs in all muscles tested ( Fig. 1B,C ; data not shown). Because cross-sections include only part of each NMJ, we also analyzed whole-mounts and longitudinal sections to assess whether SV2A was present in restricted portions of many terminal arbors or in the entirety of a subset of arbors. SV2A stained the entirety of a subset of motor nerve terminals (Fig. 1E,F ).
To determine whether SV2A-positive motor nerve terminals were apposed to a specific fiber type, we triply stained muscles with BTX plus antibodies to SV2A and to MyHC isotypes. Over 90% of nerve terminals on type I muscle fibers in posterior crural muscles of the lower limb (soleus, plantaris, lateral and medial gastrocnemius) were SV2A positive ( Fig. 2A,B,I ). By contrast, few terminals on type IIX or IIB fibers (less than 5%) contained detectable SV2A (Fig. 2E-I ). Type IIA muscle fibers displayed an intermediate pattern, with ~40% of IIA fibers bearing SV2A-positive NMJs (Fig. 2C,D,I ).
We next sought differences between type IIA muscle fibers bearing SV2A-positive and -negative NMJs. Molecular markers reported to subdivide type IIA fibers, such as myosin light chains (Wada and Pette, 1993) , did not distinguish between fibers with SV2A-postive and -negative NMJs (data not shown). However, measurement of cross-sectional area revealed that type IIA muscle fibers with SV2A-positive NMJs were significantly smaller than SV2A-negative NMJs (Fig. 2K ). Indeed, type IIA fibers with SV2A-positive NMJs were as small as type I fibers. Thus, SV2A is concentrated in the nerve terminals of most type I slow oxidative muscle fibers and in a subset of small-caliber type IIA fatigue-resistant muscle fibers.
To assess whether SV2A marked slow motor nerve terminals generally, we analyzed a variety of limb and trunk muscles, including masseter, triceps brachi, diaphragm, intercostals, rectus femoris, vastus lateralis, tibialis anterior and triangularis sterni. In all cases, SV2A was localized to NMJs on most type I muscle fibers and on a minority of type II muscle fibers (data not shown). In the white (fast) regions of the triceps brachi, vastus lateralis and masseter muscles, which contain few, if any, type I fibers (Delp and Duan, 1996) , we found few, if any, SV2A-positive nerve terminals (data not shown). More detailed studies of the diaphragm demonstrated that, as in the hind limb, SV2A marked NMJs on most type I fibers, on small type IIA fibers, and on few type IIX or IIB fibers (Fig. 2J, 
L).
Selective SV2A localization arises by postnatal loss from fast nerve terminals SV2A might be selectively associated with slow motor nerve terminals as they develop, it might appear later, or it might be broadly distributed at first and then selectively lost from fast motor nerve terminals. To distinguish among these possibilities, we stained cross-sections of developing and adult muscles with BTX plus isoform-specific antibodies to SV2. At birth, most nerve terminals contained all three isoforms of SV2 (Fig. 3A,D,G) . SV2A was progressively lost from the majority of NMJs over the first postnatal month, whereas nearly all NMJs retained SV2B and SV2C into adulthood (Fig. 3D-J ). Triple labeling with antibodies to MyHC isoforms confirmed that both type I and type II muscle fibers bore SV2A-positive NMJs at postnatal day (P) 5, then SV2A was selectively lost from type II muscle fibers as development proceeded (Fig. 3K ). As noted above, the SV2A-positive nerve terminals on adult type II fibers were predominantly on type IIA fibers (data not shown).
Selective SV2A localization reflects selective SV2A expression To determine whether restriction of SV2A to slow nerve terminals reflected selective expression of SV2A by a subset of motoneurons, we performed in situ hybridization on lumbar spinal cord with 3491 RESEARCH ARTICLE SV2A induction in slow motoneurons probes specific for Sv2a, Sv2b and Sv2c. Motoneurons were identified by their large size and ventral position and by counterstaining with antibodies to choline acetyltransferase. Sv2a, Sv2b and Sv2c were all expressed by a variety of neuronal types in both dorsal and ventral spinal cord, and in each case motoneurons were among the most intensely labeled. However, whereas most or all of the putative motoneurons expressed Sv2b and Sv2c, only a small fraction of such cells expressed Sv2a (Fig. 4A-E) . In the lumbar region of adult spinal cord, for example, 35% (34/96 neurons from three mice) of choline acetyltransferase-positive motoneurons expressed Sv2a, whereas 100% expressed Sv2c. In general, Sv2a-expressing motoneurons were smaller than their Sv2a-non-expressing, choline acetyltransferase-positive neighbors (Fig. 4D) , consistent with previous reports showing that slow motoneurons are smaller than fast motoneurons (Copray and Kernell, 2000; Kanning et al., 2010) .
Based on these results, we devised a genetic strategy to label SV2A-positive motor axons and nerve terminals. Briefly, we generated transgenic mice in which a tamoxifen-regulated derivative of Cre recombinase, CreER, was expressed under the control of regulatory elements from the Sv2a gene (see Materials and methods). These mice were mated to a previously characterized line, Thy1-STOP-YFP (Buffelli et al., 2003) , in which YFP is expressed in motoneurons following Cre-mediated excision of sequences that block transcription and translation ( To assess selective labeling of slow motoneurons, we administered tamoxifen to double-transgenic mice (SV2ACreER;Thy1-STOP-YFP) at P8-10, then examined muscles 20-60 days later. Initial screening revealed that the number of labeled axons was low (often just a few dozen per animal), even following multiple injections of tamoxifen. This situation contrasted with that observed previously, using a different CreER line and the same reporter, in which most motoneurons were labeled following a single injection (Buffelli et al., 2003) . Thus, recombination is inefficient in motoneurons of this line, for reasons that we do not understand. Nonetheless, we found several YFPpositive motor axons in muscles characterized by high proportions of type I and type IIA muscle fibers (diaphragm, soleus and red belly of the medial gastrocnemius), but only a single axon in a sizematched set of muscles characterized by high proportions of type IIX and type IIB fibers (extensor digitorum longus, lateral gastrocnemius and white belly of the medial gastrocnemius) (Delp and Duan, 1996; Talmadge et al., 2004 ) (data not shown). We labeled diaphragm muscles with antibodies to type I MyHC and determined the fraction of YFP-positive nerve terminals on type I muscle fibers. Approximately 70% of YFP-positive NMJs were on type I muscle fibers (Fig. 5B,D) , even though only 20% of diaphragm muscle fibers are type I (Talmadge et al., 2004) . We then asked whether the 30% of YFP-positive NMJs not on type I fibers were on type IIA fibers. The antibody to MyHC-IIA was unsuitable for staining whole-mounts, so we labeled muscles with a mixture of antibodies that stained type I, IIX and IIB muscle fibers, leaving the IIA fibers unstained. Many of the YFP-positive NMJs were on type IIA fibers; an example is shown in Fig. 5C . Together, these results indicate that the Sv2aCreER transgene selectively labels slow motoneurons.
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Development 137 (20) To assess when SV2A expression becomes restricted to slow motoneurons, we performed in situ hybridization at P3 and injected double-transgenic mice with tamoxifen at P2 and P4, P5 and P7, or P8 and P10. In situ hybridization showed that most motoneurons in wild-type mice were both SV2A positive (27/35, or 77%) and SV2C positive (19/19) at P3 (Fig. 4F,G) . Similarly, NMJs labeled by injection of tamoxifen into double transgenics at P2-4 were randomly distributed between type I and II fibers (25% labeled NMJs on type I fibers compared with 20% type I fibers in the muscle). Some selectivity was apparent by P5-7 (40% of labeled NMJs on type I fibers) and, as noted above, selectivity was striking by P8-10 (Fig. 5D) . Thus, Sv2a is downregulated in fast motoneurons during the first postnatal week.
Transgenically marked slow motor units
The ability to express YFP in slow motoneurons allowed us to reexamine the issue of motor unit homogeneity in a novel way. We injected tamoxifen into SV2ACreER;Thy1-STOP-YFP doubletransgenic mice at P8-10 then stained diaphragms with BTX plus antibodies to GFP (which cross-reacts with YFP) and type I MyHC. Automated confocal scanning was used to obtain highresolution images of YFP-positive axons and the muscle fibers they innervate. Fig. 6A shows a young motor unit, and Fig. 6B -J depicts the NMJs from this motor unit. Fig. 6K-N shows NMJs from another motor unit. Of nine motor units reconstructed, seven contained between nine and 14 NMJs, and in each case all, or all but one, of the NMJs was on a type I muscle fiber (Fig. 6O) . These results support the conclusion that SV2A is selectively expressed by slow motoneurons. In addition, they provide direct support for fiber type homogeneity of slow motor units.
Interestingly, the other two motor units were larger than those of the first group (22 and 26 muscle fibers) and were not homogeneous, comprising a mixture of type I and type II muscle fibers (Fig. 6O ). Attempts at quadruple labeling of these muscles (with BTX plus antibodies to GFP, MyHC I and MyHC IIA) were unsuccessful, but in view of the result that many SV2A-positive NMJs not on type I fibers are on type IIA fibers (Fig. 5D) , we believe that most, or all, of the type II fibers in these motor units were type IIA. Because these mixed motor units were reconstructed at P20, it is possible that they were immature. For example, MyHC I-expressing fibers within them might also contain MyHC IIA (which was unstained), so gradual loss of MyHC I would result in a homogeneous type IIA motor unit. Alternatively, it is possible that these motor units are of a novel type, containing both type I and small type IIA fibers. Supporting the latter hypothesis, immunostaining revealed no diaphragm muscle fibers that coexpressed MyHC I and IIA after the end of the second postnatal week (data not shown). Moreover, of five motor units reconstructed from mature (P90) muscle, one contained a mixture of type I and II fibers (data not shown). Overexpression of PGC1a in muscle fibers leads to an increased incidence of SV2A-positive motor nerve terminals Results presented above indicate that SV2A is broadly expressed in motoneurons at birth, then becomes restricted to slow motoneurons during the first postnatal week. Previous studies (Narusawa et al., 1987; Condon et al., 1990a) and our own results (J.V.C. and J.R.S., unpublished) indicate that many muscle fibers acquire slow or fast characteristics at an earlier stage. This temporal sequence is consistent with the idea (Mendell et al., 1994 ) that retrograde influences from muscle fibers affect motoneuron properties. To test this idea, we sought methods for increasing the number of slow muscle fibers in vivo without affecting motoneurons directly.
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Recently, Lin et al. showed that the transcriptional co-activator PGC1a (PPARGC1a -Mouse Genome Informatics) is expressed at higher levels in predominantly slow muscles than in predominantly fast muscles and that ectopically expressing PGC1a in fast muscles partially converts them to a slow phenotype (Lin et al., 2002) . In the transgenic line they described, PGC1a was expressed specifically in muscle, using regulatory elements that drive expression preferentially in fast fibers beginning in late fetal life. PGC1a levels were elevated several fold in the predominantly fast plantaris muscle, bringing them to the same level as that seen in soleus muscle, which is composed entirely of type I and IIA fibers (Lin et al., 2002) . Immunostaining of muscles from this transgenic line and littermate controls with antibodies to MyHC I, IIA, IIX and IIB confirmed a shift to a slower phenotype: the numbers of type I, IIA and IIX fibers increased at the expense of type IIB fibers ( Fig. 7A-D ; data not shown). As expected, transformation in fiber type was most striking in the plantaris muscle (data not shown), so we examined the NMJs of this muscle for the presence of SV2A. The proportion of SV2A-positive NMJs was more than 2-fold higher in the plantaris of PGC1a transgenics than in littermate controls ( 7E). Thus, a muscle-specific alteration in gene expression that increases the proportion of slow muscle fibers leads to an increased number of slow-type motor nerve terminals. How might PGC1a overexpression affect the number of SV2A-positive motor nerve terminals? Three possibilities are illustrated in Fig. 8 . First, slow muscle fibers might generate retrograde factors that promote the acquisition of slow characteristics in motoneurons that innervate them. If this were the case, some transformed motoneurons might form SV2A-positive nerve terminals on fast muscle fibers. Second, slow motoneurons might selectively maintain synapses on slow muscle fibers as supernumerary synapses are eliminated perinatally (Sanes and 3495 RESEARCH ARTICLE SV2A induction in slow motoneurons Lichtman, 1999). If additional slow muscle fibers were present during synapse elimination, slow motoneurons would end up with larger motor units. Third, slow muscle fibers might be able to attract input from slow motoneurons. If this were the case, new slow fibers might be transiently or permanently innervated by both slow and fast motoneurons.
We performed two experiments to distinguish among these alternatives. First, we probed Sv2a expression in lumbar spinal cord from transgenic mice by in situ hybridization. The fraction of motoneurons expressing Sv2a was 60% (n2 mice) in transgenics compared with 35% (see above) in controls. Second, we labeled sections for both MyHC I and IIA along with SV2A, and compared the proportion of SV2A-positive nerve terminals on slow (I+IIA) and fast (unlabeled, IIX+IIB) fibers in PGC1a transgenic and control plantaris (Fig. 7F-I ). Most type I fibers bore SV2A-positive nerve terminals in both control and PGC1a transgenic muscles, but the fraction of NMJs with SV2A-positive nerve terminals abutting fast muscle fibers was 5-fold higher in transgenic than in control muscle (Fig. 7H,I ). An increase in the incidence of such 'mismatched' NMJs is predicted to occur if motoneurons that initially innervated fast muscle fibers were transformed into slow motoneurons by factors released from a subset of their synaptic targets. Taken together, these results indicate that slow muscle fibers promote or maintain the expression of Sv2a in motoneurons that would otherwise downregulate this gene.
Can signals from slow muscle fibers induce re-expression of SV2A in fast motoneurons after it has been downregulated? To test this possibility, we used an adenoviral vector to introduce PGC1a into posterior crural muscles at P10. We chose this time because muscles become refractory to infection at later times (data not shown), and used immunocompromised (SCID) mice to avoid immune responses to adenoviral antigens. Virus encoding PGC1a plus GFP was injected into one limb, and virus encoding only GFP was injected into the contralateral limb of the same animals. Eleven days later, muscles were stained for GFP, SV2A and BTX (Fig. 9) . The number of type I fibers was increased in PGC1a-overexpressing muscles, indicating that PGC1a can transform
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Development 137 (20) fibers that have already acquired type-specific properties (Fig.  9A,B,E) . Importantly, the number of infected (GFP-positive) muscle fibers bearing SV2A-positive nerve terminals was higher in PGC1a-overexpressing than in control muscles (Fig. 9C,D,F) . Because synapse elimination is nearly complete by P10 (Sanes and Lichtman, 1999) , this increase cannot be explained by an effect on this process (Fig. 8, right) . Instead, we conclude that motoneurons remain plastic and sensitive to retrograde influences for at least some period, and can reverse the decision to downregulate SV2A expression in response to muscle-derived signals.
DISCUSSION
Over recent years, numerous molecular differences have been discovered among motor pools, the cohorts of motoneurons that innervate individual muscles. These discoveries have enabled a penetrating analysis of how motor pools are specified and how they connect to their targets (Landmesser, 2001; Dalla Torre di Sanguinetto et al., 2008) . In sharp contrast, little is known about molecular heterogeneity within motor pools, such as distinctions between motoneurons that innervate fast and slow muscle fibers. Consequently, it has been difficult to ascertain how motor unit homogeneity, a striking instance of synaptic specificity, is established. This report represents an attempt to address this limitation. Our main results are as follows. First, SV2A is selectively expressed by motoneurons that innervate slow (type I and small type IIA) muscle fibers, providing what is, to our knowledge, the first marker of slow motoneurons. Second, SV2A becomes restricted to slow motoneurons postnatally, indicating that motoneurons acquire at least some type-specific characteristics after they have already formed functional synapses. Third, increasing the number of slow muscle fibers in a muscle increases the number of SV2A-positive motor nerve terminals, suggesting the existence of retrograde signals from muscles that promote or stabilize type-specific motoneuron properties.
SV2A marks slow motoneurons
Intracellular recording has revealed differences between the electrical properties of fast and slow motoneurons, including their intrinsic excitability, input resistance, conduction velocity and afterhyperpolarization amplitude (Zengel et al., 1985) . Analysis of synaptic transmission from nerve to muscle has demonstrated differences between the neurotransmitter release properties of the nerve terminals that fast and slow motoneurons form on muscle fibers (Gertler and Robbins, 1978; Reid et al., 1999) . One might imagine that these physiological differences reflect molecular differences between slow and fast motoneurons in the expression of ion channels or components of the release apparatus. In addition, several studies have documented the presence of various neuropeptides in subsets of nerve terminals within a muscle, and the heterogeneous expression of growth factors and their receptors by motoneurons within a motor pool (Raivich et al., 1995; Copray and Kernell, 2000; Kanning et al., 2010) . Moreover, molecular differences between alpha and gamma motoneurons (which innervate ordinary muscle fibers and muscle spindles, respectively) have been described recently (Friese et al., 2009 ). Our limited screen failed to detect differences in channel expression among motoneurons, nor did we find patterns of neuropeptide localization that corresponded to fiber type distinctions. However, we found that SV2A is expressed by a subset of motoneurons, and that SV2A protein is selectively localized in motor nerve terminals on slow (type I and small type IIA) muscle fibers. SV2 is an intrinsic membrane protein that appears to be present in all synaptic vesicles (Bajjalieh et al., 1992; Feany et al., 1992; Takamori et al., 2006) . Genetic analysis in mice has demonstrated that SV2 is required for normal synaptic transmission, possibly by playing a role in priming vesicles for calcium-dependent exocytosis Custer et al., 2006; Chang and Sudhof, 2009) . Its three closely related isoforms, SV2A, B and C, are encoded by separate genes and have distinct but overlapping expression patterns. In the brain, SV2A is present at most brain synapses, whereas SV2B and SV2C have more restricted distributions . In motoneurons, as demonstrated here, the pattern is different: SV2B and SV2C are broadly and SV2A narrowly distributed. It seems likely that the presence of SV2A in slow motoneurons is related to their tonic activity pattern, but to date no biophysical differences among SV2 isoforms have been detected that could help explain their role. Interestingly, the anti-epileptic drug levetiracetam modulates neurotransmitter release by binding specifically to SV2A (Lynch et al., 2004) ; it might be a useful reagent for probing the roles of this isoform at NMJs.
Postnatal differentiation of slow motoneurons
A cardinal characteristic of motor units is that the properties of the motoneuron are matched to those of the muscle fibers it innervates. For example, slow motoneurons release neurotransmitter tonically at low rates and slow muscle fibers contract slowly but are fatigue resistant; by contrast, fast motoneurons release neurotransmitter intermittently in high-frequency bursts and fast muscle fibers are fatigue susceptible but contract rapidly (Mendell et al., 1994) . The precision of this coordination suggests that it is generated, or at least tuned, by interactions between neurons and muscle fibers. One way of judging which interactions might be important is to determine when motoneurons and muscle fibers acquire typespecific properties.
A common idea is that motoneurons become specified as fast or slow in embryos, then induce a corresponding identity in muscle fibers during early postnatal life (Buonanno and Fields, 1999; Wigmore and Evans, 2002) . However, although there is evidence for metabolic heterogeneity among embryonic motoneurons (Huizar et al., 1975; Sheard et al., 1997) , there is no direct evidence on when type-specific properties are acquired, and at least some diversification continues until the end of the first postnatal month, after motor patterns are established (Bewick et al., 2004) . Our results indicate that one characteristic difference between fast and slow motoneurons -the restriction of SV2A expression to the latter -occurs during the first postnatal week. This conclusion was suggested by the postnatal loss of SV2A from fast motor nerve terminals; more direct evidence came from in situ hybridization and the use of SV2ACreER transgenic mice, in which timed administration of tamoxifen activated reporter expression broadly at P2, but selectively in slow muscles by P8. Thus, we speculate that signals sent to motoneurons during the first few postnatal days extinguish SV2A expression in fast motoneurons and/or preserve SV2A expression in slow motoneurons. Taken together with evidence that slow and fast muscle fibers acquire at least some of their distinguishing characteristics prenatally (Condon et al., 1990a; Wigmore and Evans, 2002) , this temporal pattern is consistent with the idea that fast and/or slow muscle fibers emit retrograde signals that influence the type-specific properties of motoneurons.
Retrograde signal from muscle to nerve
To test the idea that slow muscle fibers provide a retrograde signal to the motoneurons that innervate them, we needed a marker for slow motoneurons and a means of manipulating the number of slow muscle fibers. SV2A provided the former and muscle-specific expression of PGC1a provided the latter. We confirmed the finding that expression of PGC1a induces a partial transformation of fast fibers to a slow phenotype (Lin et al., 2002) , and found that this conversion led to an increased fraction of SV2A-positive NMJs. Further studies provided evidence that this increase reflected the conversion of nerve terminals to a slow (SV2A-positive) phenotype rather than an indirect effect of synaptic rearrangements, such as sprouting or withdrawal (Fig. 8) .
The mechanism by which muscle fibers exert a type-specific effect on motoneurons remains to be determined. An attractive hypothesis is that slow muscle fibers secrete an instructive factor that travels retrograde to somata, where it alters patterns of gene expression. Such retrograde mechanisms have been studied in detail with respect to neurotrophins (Zweifel et al., 2005) . In fact, the neurotrophin NT4 (NTF5 -Mouse Genome Informatics) is a promising candidate retrograde factor; it is selectively expressed by slow muscles and can induce both the growth of motor axons and the differentiation of muscle fibers (Funakoshi et al., 1995; Carrasco and English, 2003) . In our hands, delivery of NT4 to developing muscle failed to affect the frequency of SV2A-positive nerve terminals (J.V.C. and J.R.S., unpublished). It remains possible, however, that NT4 is part of a multi-component signaling system, other components of which could be identified by comparing mRNAs or proteins of control and PGC1a transgenic plantaris.
